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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which one of the following will not help overcome communication
problems between the Accounting Department and other
departments?
A. A performance appraisal prepared by your immediate
supervisor.
B. Cross traininand job rotation.
C. Organization-wide social events.
D. Interdepartmental task forces.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Horizontal communication between departments is often subject
to more problems than either upward or downward communication
within a single department. Examples of these problems include
the use of technical terms understood by only one side in the
communication process, faulty channel selection, and
interpersonal problems. To overcome these difficulties, the
sender must encode the message in the context of the receiver's
perceptions; that is, the sender mustunderstand the receiver.
The sender must establish an interpersonal climate that
encourages the elimination of interpersonal barriers to
communication. A performance appraisal prepared by the
accountant's supervisor will not help the accountant understand
the perceptions of people in other departments.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A user is running a batch process on EBS backed EC2 instances.
The batch process launches few EC2 instances to process Hadoop
Map reduce jobs which can run between 50 ?600 minutes or
sometimes for even more time. The user wants a configuration
that can terminate the instance only when the process is
completed.
How can the user configure this with CloudWatch?
A. Configure the CloudWatch action to terminate the instance
when the CPU utilization falls below 5%
B. It is not possible to terminate instances automatically
C. Set up the CloudWatch with Auto Scaling to terminate all the
instances
D. Configure a job which terminates all instances after 600
minutes
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Amazon CloudWatch alarm watches a single metric over a time

period that the user specifies and performs one or more actions
based on the value of the metric relative to a given threshold
over a number of time periods. The user can setup an action
which terminates the instances when their CPU utilization is
below a certain threshold for a certain period of time. The EC2
action can either terminate or stop the instance as part of the
EC2 action.
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGui
de/UsingAlarmActions.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator has a virtual machine (VM) that uses a shared
USB device.
Which option will allow the VM to utilize vMotion while
retaining the maximum possible functionality?
A. Configure the VM to support vMotion while the device is
connected.
B. Remove the device from the VM.
C. Enable migration support for the individual USB device.
D. Disable the USB device from the VM.
Answer: A
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